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THE ROLE OF DISTRICT GOVERNMENT IN ENDING CONFLICT BETWEEN KESUMADADI VILLAGE AND BUYUT UDIK VILLAGE AT BEKRI SUB-DISTRICT, CENTRAL LAMPUNG REGENCY 2012

Camat's role becomes focus about problem in this research. Three apparatus aspects which is government, security and enforcer is Human Right constitutes observational main study. Camat's role as what and how in that conflict Papa every aspect. Commanding apparatus aspect deep Camat's coordination, tupoksi, communication and leadership type. Security aspect in conflicting working out coordination and mediasi is conflict deal. enforcer aspect Human Right in Human Right and Law socialization.

To the effect this research to know Camat's role Bekri's district in conflicting on security aspect, commanding agency and apparatus enforcer Human right. This research utilize kualitatif's type with analisis's study history or past, since this research character mengkaji's one past to word and menganalisis is problem on observational. Observational informan to be done purposive's sampling. Method that is utilized is primary data and secondary data, primary data to be gotten interview thru visceral, and documentation whereas secondary data at gets through documents and literatures e.g. of term media as magazine, newspaper, Internet, etcetera.
Result observationaling to word Camat's Role in governance aspect have done coordination with commanding Regency, district apparatus, Kampong head, custom figure, society to solve conflict. Camat's role on securities apparatus aspect by undertaking activity which get bearing by increase security at Bekri's district. To increase security and prevents theft as nightly bersiskamling and increases security at every environmental. Camat's role in enforcer Human Right shall be done since Human Right breach that done by society as burn bodily. Low Human Right grasp cause its happening Human Right breach, therefore that needs to be done by Human Right grasp education.

Based on resourching knowing that the confick because of the lack of peoples security and right aspect. The conflick resolved by peace treaty and brother lift.
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